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Abstract— This paper proposes a sensor using conductive
fabric that can detect proximity and contact by measuring
the capacitance between the sensor and the surrounding en-
vironment. Due to the flexibility of the sensor used, it can
be easily integrated with industrial robot arms to monitor
proximity and contact between the robot and the surrounding
environment including humans for safety reasons. However, the
surrounding environment is constantly changing and signifi-
cantly affects the capacitance measurements. To apply such
proximity sensors in this scenario, the environmental variations
have to be considered and the influences on the capacitance
measurements have to be eliminated to ensure stable and robust
proximity measurements. Therefore, in this paper, we propose
an approach to adaptively update the reference capacitance to
eliminate the influence of the environment. To experimentally
validate the proposed sensor and approach, we developed a two-
link robot arm and embedded the proposed sensing technology
with each link. Experimental results demonstrate that proximity
and contact can be successfully detected by the proposed sensor,
independently of whether the robot arm is at rest or moving
in a potentially dynamic environment.

I. INTRODUCTION

Industrial robot arms have found many applications in
many places especially in manufacturing. With the on-going
trend of moving robots out of their cages and into the vicinity
of humans, it becomes important to ensure the safety of
humans working in those environments [1][2][3]. Previously,
the safety of the human workers was ensured by physically
separating the robot’s working space from that of the humans
[1][2][3]. Whilst in the past simple fences kept the robot
apart from the human, today we see the introduction of
a number of means to ensure that no harm comes to the
human, including non-contact detection devices, such as a
light curtain or a laser scanner [4], or contact-based detection
devices, such as a pressure measurement mat or a bumper
[5], avoiding any potentially harmful physical interaction
between the machine and the workers. On the other hand,
recent research works suggest that cooperative and interactive
work between the robot and the worker has the potential to
realize a more productive manufacturing process [6][7]. This,
however, assumes that the operation areas of the robot and
the human worker overlap, with potentially multiple collision
points that could lead to injuries in the human worker. Since
there is no physical boundary between the robot and the
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Fig. 1. Capacitance proximity and contact sensor using a conductive fabric.

worker in such a scenario, it is difficult to guarantee the
safety of the worker employing the aforementioned methods.

In recent years, some research has aimed at developing
robot arms capable of changing the stiffness of their links
in an attempt to create articulated systems that can safely
operate with a human in a human-robot interaction (HRI)
scenario [8][9]. This new approach can ensure the worker’s
safety by automatically decreasing the stiffness, when the
worker erroneously intrudes into the robot working area.
In this context, a major challenge is to determine/detect
the human intrusion or human proximity with respect to
the articulated robot arm. In this paper, we propose the
use of a sensorised robotic skin to measure the worker’s
vicinity with regards to the robot. Robotic skins operating
as distributed sensors were studied in a number of research
institutes; the principle of the sensorised skins is, in most
cases, based on pressure sensors distributed across the outer
skin of a robotic device [10][11], integrated force sensors
[12], and electrical impedance tomography [13]. Although
very suitable to measure contact, these methods are not
capable of measuring proximity. Some recent research has
put the focus on creating distributed proximity sensors that
can be integrated with robot arms to obtain an indication
on the distance between the worker and the robot, and,
thus, improve the prediction of worker intrusion in the
robot workspace [14][15][16]. With such a proximity sensing
capability in place (measuring the relative distance between
human and robot), it would be possible to adjust the stiffness
of the robot links before contact with the human occurs,
and render a potentially injury-inflicting collision into a ’soft
interaction’ considerably reducing the severity of the impact
on the human. It is noted that most commercially available



proximity sensors consist of rigid components and are, thus,
difficult to be integrated with robot links whose stiffness
can be controlled, without negatively impacting on the link
stiffness by the sensor presence. Recent work has produced
advancements in flexible proximity sensors with some re-
search creating proximity sensors based on polydimethyl-
siloxane and copper meshes [17] or flexible circuit boards
[18]. With our aim of not affecting the stiffness of the robot
link through the introduction of our sensor, we propose here
a distributed proximity sensor based on conductive fabric,
which we have shown previously to successfully measure
proximity, contact, and slippage [19][20]. Such proximity
sensors [17][18][20] show excellent performances in static
as well as dynamic scenarios. However, in a real working
scenario, the surrounding environment, such as temperature,
humidity, nearby objects, and robot dynamics, are constantly
changing and these variations significantly affect the sensor
signals, especially if the sensor measures proximity using the
principles of capacitance measurements, as is the case for
many proximity sensors. To apply such proximity sensors in
a real working scenario, these environmental variations have
to be considered and the influences on the capacitance mea-
surements have to be eliminated to ensure stable and robust
proximity measurements. Therefore, in this work, we propose
an approach to adaptively update the reference capacitance
eliminating the influences of environment variations. This is
the main contribution of our paper.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II in-
troduces the principle of proximity and contact sensor using
conductive fabric, and the method of determining proximity
and contact using the capacitance value. In section III, the
update method of the reference capacitances for determining
proximity and contact is presented. Experimental validation
is given in Section IV. Section V concludes the paper.

II. SENSOR PRINCIPLE

A. Concept

The concept of the proximity and contact sensors is shown
in Fig. 1. Our sensor skin is constructed using conduc-
tive fabric. Electrostatic capacity is generated between the
electro-conductive fabric and any objects placed near the
sensor. The value of electrostatic capacity can be measured
by a capacitive sensing integrated circuit (IC). Due to the
flexibility, the sensor with its shape-conforming characteristic
can be easily integrated with a robot arm (Fig. 1), allowing
the determination of proximity and contact.

Examples of measured electrostatic capacity are shown in
Fig. 2 and 3. In this experiment, five different objects shown
in Fig. 2 are approached to the proximity and contact sensor.
In Fig. 2, each picture shows that the case of distance 50 mm
between the object and the sensor. Measurement results of
the capacitance against distance from the sensor are shown
in Fig. 3. In Fig. 3, x axis shows the distance between
the sensor and object, and y axis shows the capacitance
of the sensor. According to the measurement results, the
electrostatic capacity increases by the approaching object,

Fig. 2. Proximity experiment of (a)human hand, (b)aluminium object,
(c)natural rubber, (d)water and (e) wood.

Fig. 3. Proximity distance and capacitance of the sensor.

and is again sharply altered when contact between the object
and the sensor takes place.

B. Evaluation method

An example of measured electrostatic capacity is shown
in Fig. 4. During the shown measurements, at first, between
0 s to 22.8 s, no objects was placed close to the sensor; then,
between 22.8 - 28.3 s, a human hand approached the sensor.
After 28.3 s, the human hand has come in physical contact
with the sensor.

Let ck,i be the most recent capacitance measurement of
the k-th sensor, with variable i representing the most recent
measurement event. Each sensor measures the capacitance
continuously, and i is increasing along the measurement
duration. In this study, when the environment around the
k-th sensor is static, the sensor value is defined as reference
capacitance cbasek,i for the k-th sensor. Using Fig. 4 as an
example, we can see that the value in the range of 0 s to
22.8 s can be defined as reference capacitance. The following
threshold values, cmax

k,i and ctouchk,i will be defined to judge
if an object is approaching or getting into contact with the
sensor. The proximity level is represented by a value between
0 - 1 as shown in Fig. 5. The value cmax

k,i represents the
electrostatic capacity of the k-th sensor, which is defined as
the highest proximity level. The value ctouchk,i represents the
electrostatic capacity of the k-th sensor, when an object got
in contact with a sensor. Threshold values for the evaluation
of proximity cmax

k,i and contact ctouchk,i of the k-th sensor are



Fig. 4. Sensor value example of capacitance proximity and contact sensor.

derived from cbasek,i . The threshold values are defined as

cmax
k,i = g(cbasek,i ), (1)

ctouchk,i = h(cbasek,i ), (2)

where g and h are functions (determined empirically) for
calculating the threshold values. First, contact to the k-th
sensor is evaluated. Contact with the sensor occurs, if the
latest measured value of electrostatic capacity satisfies

ck,i > ctouchk,i . (3)

If the measured value does not satisfy Eq. (3), our system
assumes that no contact occurred and proximity is evaluated
instead. The level of proximity is calculated as

Proximity =
ck,i − cbasek,i

cmax
k,i − cbasek,i

. (4)

By way of exception, if the value of Eq. (4) is over 1, the
level of proximity is replaced with 1 as shown in Fig. 5.
Proximity and contact to the k-th sensor are calculated by
Eqs. (1) - (4). Then, measured data are logged as

ck = [ck,1 ck,2 · · · ck,i], (5)

where ck,i is the measured data of the k-th sensor at i-th time.
Likewise, the joint angles of the robot arm are measured and

Fig. 5. Definition of proximity level.

logged. For a robot with L joints, angle of the l-th joint at
i-th time is represented by θl,i, and the data are logged as

Θi =
[
θ1,iθ2,i . . . θl,i . . . θL,i

]T
, (6)

where θl,i is the angle of the l-th joint measured at i-th
time. If the reference capacitance cbasek,i can be determined
as one value, the levels of proximity and contact can be
determined with these proposed equations. However, the
reference capacitance cbasek,i can easily change due to changes
in the environment or the robot arm’s pose. Therefore, the
reference capacitance of each sensor must be updated when
the environment or arm pose are changing.

III. METHOD TO UPDATE THE REFERENCE CAPACITANCE

We consider two fundamental scenarios in this research:
(1) the robot arm is at a standstill, and (2) the robot arm is
moving. The methods of updating the reference capacitance
are presented in detail for each scenario.

A. Standstill case

In this case, the measured capacitance data between the
(i − n)-th and i-th were selected as shown in Fig. 6. The
average value of the selected data was calculated by Eq. (7)
and is represented as cavgk,i

cavgk =
1

n

i∑
m=i−n

ck,m. (7)

Then, the standard deviation of the selected data is calculated
as

s =

√√√√ 1

n− 1

i∑
m=i−n

(ck,m − cavgk )2. (8)

Finally, the standard deviation s is evaluated by

s < α, (9)

where α is the threshold value to trigger a reference capac-
itance update, defined empirically. If the standard deviation
of the selected data satisfies Eq. (9) , the average value of the
selected data as shown in Eq. (7) is used as a new reference
capacitance cbasek,i . When the environment changes gradually,

Fig. 6. Method to update the reference capacitance in standstill scenarios.



Fig. 7. Reference capacitance changing in working scenario.

or it becomes stable after a change, the standard deviation
s will decrease. On the other hand, when a human hand or
body approaches, the sensor value will be not stable and
the standard deviation of the selected data will increase.
Therefore, if the threshold value α is defined adequately,
this method is able to trigger the update of the reference
capacitance.

B. Dynamic case

In this case, the environment is defined as containing a
number of objects like a wall, table or frame in the vicinity of
the robot arm. When the robot arm is moving, the distances
between the sensors and the objects placed in environment
are constantly changing, therefore the electrostatic capaci-
tances of the sensors are not static during these robot arm
movements as shown in Fig. 7. In this case, the reference
capacitance of each sensor needs to be adjusted depending
on the robot arm pose. In this method, we assume that the
initial state of environment is fixed and the environment will
be kept in its initial state for a few seconds after the robot arm
has started moving. Each sensor value and each joint angle
of the robot links are measured repeatedly and the obtained
sensor signals are evaluated, i.e., the approximated function
of relationship between the capacitance of k-th sensor and the
robot arm pose is computed. For computing, first, the logged
data between is to i are selected. Variable is represents the
starting time of the data for fitting. In the case of first time
fitting of the approximated function, is is set to 0. Then,
ck,is to ck,i and Θis to Θi are fitted by a function, which
function was determined empirically. The fitted function is
represented by fk;is,i, and this function shows relationship
between the capacitance of k-th sensor and the robot arm
pose. The reference capacitance of the k-th sensor is updated
by

cbasek,i = fk;is,i(Θi). (10)

Then, proximity to and contact with the k-th sensor are
calculated by Eqs. (1) - (4) using the reference capacitance.

If the environment condition remains unchanged, the func-
tion fk;is,i will not have to be updated. However, when the
environment condition experiences a change, the function

fk;is,i will need to be updated. To determine the timing of
the update, the latest measured data ck,i is evaluated with
fitted function fk;is,i as

|ck,i − fk;is,i(Θi)| > β, (11)

where β is the threshold value to trigger the update; the
threshold value has been defined empirically. If the latest
measured data satisfy Eq. (11) at i-th time, the number of i
is saved as

i−e = i− ϵ, (12)

i+e = i+ ϵ, (13)

where ϵ represents the offset value avoiding instability in
values. Then, the measured data is divided into two data sets;
previous data and new data. Previous data are measured from
is to i−e as shown in Fig. 8. New data are measured from i+e
to i. By using these two data sets, the approximated functions
of previous and new data are refitted as shown in Fig. 9. The
fitted function of the relationship between the capacitance
and the robot arm pose from is to i−e is represented by
fk;is,i−e , and after i+e to i is represented by fk;i+e ,i. Then,
each function is evaluated. First, the error of latest measured
capacitance ck,i and the fitted function are calculated. Errors
of functions fk;is,ie and fk;i+e ,i are calculated as

δk;is,i−e = fk;is,i−e (Θi)− ck,i, (14)

δk;i+e ,i = fk;i+e ,i(Θi)− ck,i, (15)

where δk;is,i−e and δk;i+e ,i represent the error of fitted function
fk;is,i−e and fk;i+e ,i, respectively. Let us compare each func-
tion fk;is,i−e and fk;i+e ,i by using evaluation points pk;is,i−e ,
pk;i+e ,i and pkdraw

which represent the score of fk;is,i−e , score
of fk;i+e ,i and the score for when neither function satisfies
the evaluation conditions. First, the fitted function fk;is,i−e is
evaluated by

|δk;i+e ,i| > |δk;is,i−e |, (16)

β > |δk;is,i−e |. (17)

If δk;is,i−e satisfies both Eq. (16) and (17), score of fk;is,i−e
is obtained as

pk;is,i−e = p′
k;is,i

−
e
+ 1, (18)

where p′
k;is,i

−
e

represents the previous score of fk;is,i−e . Then,
the fitted function fk;i+e ,i is evaluated as

|δk;is,i−e | > |δk;i+e ,i|, (19)

β > |δk;i+e ,i|. (20)

Likewise, if δk;i+e ,i satisfies both Eq. (19) and (20), the score
of fk;i+e ,i is obtained as

pk;i+e ,i = p′
k;i+e ,i

+ 1, (21)

where p′
k;i+e ,i

represents the previous score of fk;i+e ,i. If both
functions fk;is,i−e and fk;i+e ,i do not satisfy these conditions,
pkdraw

will get a score as follows

pkdraw
= p′kdraw

+ 1, (22)



Fig. 8. Update method of the reference capacitance in the dynamic scenario.

Fig. 9. Relationship between robot arm posture and capacitance in working
scenario.

where p′kdraw
represents the previous value of pkdraw

. Every
time the k-th sensor measures new data of ck,i. These evalu-
ations are repeated and each score pk;is,i−e , pk;i+e ,i and pkdraw

will be increased. Then, each score values are compared to
determine which value exceeds the threshold value γ first. If
the score pk;is,i−e exceeds the threshold value γ first, the fitted
function fk;is,i−e is used to describe the relationship between
capacitance and robot arm pose. On the other hand, if the
score pk;i+e ,i exceeds the threshold value γ first, the fitted
function fk;i+e ,i is used for the function relationship between
capacitance and robot arm pose. In this case, the value is is
set as i′e. Finally, if neither function satisfies the evaluation
conditions and the score pkdraw

exceeds the threshold value
γ, the data measured after i−e -th time is ignored. The time
is saved as i++

e = i, and a new fitted function fk;i++
e ,i will

be evaluated with fk;is,i−e using the presented method. When
the environment is stable again after a change had occurred,
the error of latest measured capacitance ck,i and the fitted
function of fk;i+e ,i will be smaller. In this case, the score
pk;i+e ,i would exceed the threshold value first, and the fitted
function fk;i+e ,i is used to calculate the reference capacitance.
On the other hand, when any object approaches the sensor
temporarily and then the environment returns to the initial
state, the error of latest measured capacitance ck,i and the
fitted function of pk;is,ie will be smaller. In this case, the

TABLE I
THRESHOLD VALUES FOR EVALUATION OF PROXIMITY AND CONTACT.

THE UNIT OF n, γ AND ϵ ARE MEASUREMENT CYCLES.

Threshold n α [pF] β [pF] γ ϵ
Values 100 0.5 0.5 50 10

score pk;is,i−e would exceed the threshold value first, and
the fitted function fk;is,i−e is used to calculate the reference
capacitance. With these methods, the reference capacitance
and the function for calculating the reference capacitance are
updated automatically.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION

A. Experimental setup

In this section, the proposed capacitance-based proximity
and contact sensor is experimentally validated. The robot
arm for the experiment is shown in Fig. 10. The robot has
two links and one degree of freedom. In our study the links
are made from rubber and have a length of 150 mm. As
shown in Fig. 10, the two links are referred to as Link1 and
Link2. Each link is equipped with our proposed sensor as
shown in Fig. 10. Sensor number is 2, and joint number
L is 1. The sensors are fabricated by electro conductive
fabric (DC6006, Shibata Technotex Co. LTD., Japan), and
electrostatic capacitance is measured using an integrated
circuit (FDC2241, Texas Instruments, U.S.A). The measured
values are sent to the PC, and the values are used for
evaluation of proximity and contact. The evaluation method
was programmed in MATLAB, and Eqs. (1)-(2) are defined
as

cmax
k,i = cbasek,i + 0.5 pF, (23)

ctouchk,i = cbasek,i + 1.0 pF. (24)

Threshold values for evaluation of proximate and contact
are given in Table I. The sampling time of measurement is
about 0.15s. The relationship between capacitance and robot
arm pose is defined by a 4th-order polynomial function. The
coefficients of the fitted polynomial function are calculated
by curve fitting using MATLAB.

The first experiment was performed to validate the prox-
imity and contact sensing capabilities of our sensor. The
validation scenario used for proximity and contact sensing is
shown in Fig. 11 (a). A human hand approaches the sensor
with a low speed, and makes contact at last. The sensing
states of the proximity or contact are compared with actual
states, then the sensing ability is validated. This validation
is done for each link. Experiments are performed to validate
if the proposed method is able to trigger the update of the
reference capacitance. The experiment setup is shown in Fig.
11 (b). An aluminium block is placed near the robot arm.
In this situation, the environment was changed; however,
the change was only temporarily since the block remains
statically in its position. This validation is performed for each
link in the same way. These validations are carried out for



each case of the standstill scenario and the dynamic scenario
of the robot arm.

B. Experimental results

1) Evaluation of proximity and contact determination in
the standstill case: Experimental results of proximity and
contact of each sensors are represented. The capacitance
measured by the sensor of Link1 is shown in the Fig. 12 (a),
and the result measured by the sensor of Link2 is shown in
the Fig. 12 (c). In Fig. 12 (a), the reference capacitance was
68.21 pF and it was based on the measurement result before
46.5 s. After that, the human hand approached the Link1 from
46.5 s to 55.6 s. At this time, the system estimated that there
is a proximity, and the extent of its proximity was indicated
by using the thresholds shown in Table I. At a proximity of
0, the human hand is about 5 cm away from Link1, and at a
proximity of 1, the human hand is almost touching the sensor.
After 55.6 s, the human hand was contacting the sensor of
Link1 directly. The system estimated contact with the sensor
using the threshold shown in Table I. In this experiment, it
was confirmed that the system worked as anticipated without
erroneously updating the reference capacitance.

Likewise, the system succeeded to estimate the proximity
and occurrence of contact of the sensor of Link2 as shown in
Fig. 12 of (c). The reference capacitance was 68.22 pF and
it was based on the measurement result before 23.8 s. The
human hand approached Link2 from 23.8 s to 32.1 s, and
after 32.1 s, the hand got into contact with the sensor. At the
same time, the system determined correctly that an object had
been approaching the sensor by flagging first proximity and
subsequently contact; the system correctly kept the reference
capacitance unchanged.

2) Update of the reference capacitance in the standstill
case: This experimental study aims to validate whether our
method can trigger the update for the reference capacitance
correctly. In this experiment, an aluminium object was placed
near the robot arm which was at a standstill. The experimen-
tal results of the sensor integrated with Link1 are shown in
Fig. 12 (b). In this experiment, the environment was first
changed and then fixed at 98.2 s. At 112.5 s, the measured
electrostatic capacitance value satisfied Eq. (9), and the
system updated the electrostatic capacitance measured after

Fig. 10. Experimental setup for sensor validation.

98.2 s as a new reference value. The results of the sensor on
Link2 are shown in Fig. 12 (d). The measured electrostatic
capacitance value satisfied Eq. (9) at 83.3 s, and the system
updated the electrostatic capacitance measured after 68.9 s
as a new reference value. From these experiments, it was
confirmed that the proposed method can update the reference
capacitance when there are environmental changes in the
vicinity of the robot arm.

3) Evaluation of proximity and contact determination in
the dynamic case: Experimental results of proximity and
contact sensing in a dynamic scenario of the robot arm
are represented. The capacitance measured by the sensor
of Link1 is shown in Fig. 13 (a), and the results measured
by the sensor of Link2 are shown in Fig. 13 (d). From the
results, it can be confirmed that the capacitance values were
fluctuating (unstable) in the case of a dynamic scenario. The
measured results of relationship between capacitance and
robot arm pose are shown in Fig. 13 (c) and (f). 4th-order
polynomial functions were fitted to the measured results of
Fig. 13 (c) and (f), and fitted functions were used to calculate
the reference capacitance. In these experiments, the initial
state of the environment is fixed and the environment is kept
a few seconds after the robot arm starts moving.

In Fig. 13 (a), the reference capacitance, shown as a
dashed orange line, is calculated from the fitted function
of Fig. 13 (c). The human hand approached and got into
contact with Link1 several times. In every case, the system
correctly predicted that there were occurrences of proximity
and contact. Also, there were no false alarms when there was
nothing approaching or contacting the sensor of Link1.

In the case of Link2 as shown in Fig. 13 (d), the measured
capacitance changed more than was the case for Link1 be-
cause of the movement of the robot arm. However, the system
estimated occurrences of proximity and contact correctly
using the reference capacitance which were calculated from
fitted functions, as shown in Fig. 13 (f). Likewise, the system
did not erroneously estimate occurrences of proximity and
contact when the hand was not approaching Link2.

These experiments confirm that the proposed methods can
estimate the occurrences of proximity and contact even if the
robot arm is moving.

Fig. 11. Experimental setup for validation of (a) proximity and contact
sensing and (b) reference value updating.



Fig. 12. Experimental results when the robot arm is standstill. (a)Proximity and contact evaluation of Link1, (b)The reference capacitance update of
Link1, (c)Proximity and contact evaluation of Link2 and (d)The reference capacitance update of Link2.

Fig. 13. Experimental results when the robot arm is working. (a)Proximity and contact evaluation of Link1, (b)The reference capacitance update of Link1,
(c)Relationship between capacitance and robot arm posture of Link1, (d)Proximity and contact evaluation of Link2, (e)The reference capacitance update
of Link2 and (f)Relationship between capacitance and robot arm posture of Link2.

4) Update of the reference capacitance in the dynamic
case: These final experiments validate that the method can
trigger the update of the reference capacitance, as required.
Here, the aluminium blocks are placed outside the motion
range of the robot arm to change the environment around the
robot arm. The experimental results for the sensors on Link1
and Link2 are shown in Fig. 13 (b) and (e). The measured
results of relationship between capacitance and robot arm
pose are shown in Fig. 13 (c) and (f) with dot-dashed green
lines. Again, 4th-order polynomial functions were fitted to
the measured results as shown with black lines in Fig. 13 (c)
and (f).

When the environment changed, the latest measured ca-
pacitance satisfies Eq. (11), and the system started to divide
measurement data into previous data set and new data set.
Function fk;is,i−e was fitted to the set of previously measured
data, and function fk;i+e ,i was fitted to the set of newly
measured data. The error of both fitted function is evaluated.
The score of the function fk;i+e ,i is larger than γ first,

and the relationship between capacitance and robot arm
pose is updated. These are confirmed in both sensors on
Link1 and Link2. The reference capacitance of each link
calculated by the updated function is shown as green lines
in Fig. 13 (b) and (e). From these experiments, it was
confirmed that the proposed method can update the function
of relationship between capacitance and robot arm pose when
the environment around the robot arm changes.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this study, we proposed a proximity and contact sensor
using conductive fabric. Since the proposed sensor consists
of a flexible conductive fabric, the sensor has flexibility and
it can be applied to soft and stiffness-controllable robot links
greatly improving the safety of humans.

In the proposed sensor, the capacitance generated between
the conductive fabric and the environment is measured. The
proximity between the user and the sensor as well as the oc-
currence of contact are estimated using the measured capac-



itance. The sensor’s capacitance value when confronted with
an obstacle-free environment (i.e., no object is approaching
the sensor) is defined as the reference capacitance. The
measured capacitance is then compared with the reference
capacitance to estimate proximity between the sensor and the
user as well as occurrences of contact. Since the reference
capacitance changes as the environment around the robot arm
changes, it is necessary to continuously update the reference
capacitance while using this sensor. We distinguish between
two main cases: (1) the robot arm is at standstill and (2)
the robot arm is moving (dynamic scenario); two methods
of updating the reference capacitance are proposed.

When the robot arm is at a standstill, the measured
capacitance data between (i − n)-th to i-th sampling time
are selected. If the standard deviation of the selected data
falls under the threshold value, the average value of selected
data is taken as a new reference capacitance.

When the robot arm is moving, the reference capacitance
differs for each pose of the robot arm. For this reason,
a relationship between capacitance and robot arm pose is
obtained from the measured capacitance and the joint angles
of the robot arm. The reference capacity is calculated from
a function fitting the relationship between capacitance and
robot arm pose. When the measured capacity largely deviates
from the fitted function, the measurement data is split into
previous data and new data. Then, two functions were fitted
to each data set. For evaluation, the error of latest measured
capacitance and the fitted function are calculated. The error
of both fitted function is evaluated, and the better one is
used as the function for further processing. The reference
capacitance is then recalculated by the selected function.

To validate the proposed sensor and its prediction capa-
bilities, a 2-link robotic arm equipped with the proposed
sensor was created. The capacitance of the conductive fabric
was measured, and the proximity and contact were estimated
by the proposed method. It was confirmed that proximity
and contact can be identified when the robot arm is at a
standstill. The reference capacitance was updated by our
algorithm when the environment was changed near the robot
arm. In the same way, a second experiment was conducted in
a dynamic scenario, and it was confirmed that proximity and
contact prediction was also possible. When the robot arm was
moving, the distances between the sensors and the objects
placed in environment are constantly changing, therefore
the electrostatic capacitances of the sensors are constantly
changing, too. By updating the reference capacitance for each
pose of the robot arm, out algorithm succeeded to detect
proximity and contact irrespectively of the pose of the arm.

The final goal of this research is to ensure the safety of
humans working with this sensor. To realize that, the control
method of robot arm to avoid contacting with human is
necessary. Therefore, we will study the robot control method
for human safety using this sensor in the future.
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